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Diffractive and Central Processes at the LHC

(a theoretical perspective) 

V.A. V.A. V.A. V.A. KhozeKhozeKhozeKhoze (IPPP, Durham )

(Based on works with L.Harland-Lang,  A.Martin and M.Ryskin)
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Forward  and  Diffractive Physics at the LHC

(yesterday, today and tomorrow)

Summary and Outlook.

LHC as a High Energy γγ Collider

Selected CEP samples 

Central Exclusive Production Processes  



Main aim: a brief overview of the current status  of  forward, exclusive and 

diffractive physics at the LHC and a  discussion of  the measurements to be

performed in the coming years.

An  impressive list of questions  from  the ATLAS  SM group members,   some  

of which I am unable to address due to the lack of time or/and expertise.        

Please approach me after the talk (breaks/dinner/excursion).
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CERN-PH-LPCC-2015-001, SLAC-PUB-16364, DESY 15-167, to be published in Journal of Physics

( above the knee in CR)



(pre-LHC)
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(2011)
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Regge poles,cuts

DD, DPE

Welcome to the world of difficult physics!

�Current  theoretical models for soft hadron
interactions are still  incomplete, and their 
parameters are not fully fixed.

� Four (ideologically close)  MP- models
allowed good description of the data in the
ISR-Tevatron range:

KMR  ,GLM, Ostapchenko, KP.

� The differences between the results of other
models wildly fluctuated.

P P P

Reggeon Field Theory, Gribov- 1986



, ,    …    …  could not be calculated from the  first principles based on QCD-

intimately related to the confinement of quarks and gluons
(some attempts  within N=4 SYM , GLM).

Basic  fundamental model-independent relations:

unitarity, crossing, analyticity, dispersion relations.

The Froissart-Martin bound:

Important testable constraints on the cross sections.

Phenomenological models- fit the data in the wide energy range and extrapolate

to the higher energies. Next step- MC implementations.

Well developed approaches based on Reggeon Field Theory with multi-Pomeron

exchanges+ Good –Walker formalism to treat low mass diffractive dissociation:

KMR-Durham, GLM- Tel-Aviv,  Kaidalov-Poghosyan, Ostapchenko.

Differences/Devil – in details

optical theorem:

�

�

�

�

�

Im ( , 0) totT s t sσ= =

most models 

asympt.  ~

but not a Must
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Experimental signature � presence of:

intact leading protons

Large Rapidity Gaps

(also EW exchanges)
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+
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Lesson 2.



Decrease  of                  with energy increasing.

(M<3.4 GeV)
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Impact on the EAS characteristics :  consistency of the current data with

almost pure proton composition in the energy range

� possible long-ranging consequences for  astrophysical interpretation of UHECR:

Important for discriminating between  models    for transition from galactic to extragalactic CR  origin

in the ultra  HE range.

S. Ostapchenko (arXiv:1402.5084



Lesson 4. Strong violation of ‘naïve factorization ‘ between 

the observed elastic, SD and   DD cross sections. 

In the first  rapidity/mass interval  from the  TOTEM  7 TeV results  it follows:

(TOTEM, arXiv:1308.6722)
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Lesson 5.

‘Slope non-exponentiality ‘ at low-t –not unexpected,  but still impressive

15 years back, KMR, Eur.Phys.J. C18 (2000) 167
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KMR, J.Phys. G42 (2015) no.2, 025003

Anselm-Gribov,  1972

R. Glauber, 1955



(KMR,    2011-2015)

(Gribov-1961) (BFKL-1975-78)

IMPLICATIONS OF THE LHC RUN I DATA 

(exemplified in terms of  Durham model ) 
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BFKL Pomeron naturally allows to continue from  the ‘hard’ domain  to the ‘soft’ region: 

after resumation of the main HO effects- the intercept weakly depends on the scale,
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KMR-13
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KMR 1402.2778

Tension between the TOTEM  and the ATLAS/CMS  results on LRG  results.

Compromise solution
ATLAS, 1201.2808

TOTEM, ~20% error bars

still unpublished,

conference talks

only



KMR
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(LRG)

(ALFA +ATLAS/LHCf data are  

needed)

TOTEM  data still 

unpublished,

conference talks
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ATLAS-CONF-2015-038



Towards a Full Acceptance Detector at the LHC

In addition the physics at the very lowest mass scales, the log-s physics,  has suffered from lack of 

attention at energies higher than attained at the CERN ISR.

The physics of diffractive processes ( Pomeron physics) i.e. physics of

event structure containing “rapidity gaps” ( regions of rapidity  into which no

particles are produced), must not be compromised.

FELIX proposal for LHC- 1997 ( J.Phys.G(28:R117-R215,2002).

. 

A Full Acceptance Detector for the SSC (J.D. Bjorken, SLAC-PUB-5692, 1991)

June 2000

(A Full Acceptance Detector at the LHC (FELIX).) 

But ATLAS is  un-

instrumented in 

rapidity    between ~5  

and 9.5 @ 13TeV

(CMS, ALICE, LHCb

have installed FSCs)  

ALFA
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AFP 

how close the RPs can safely approach the beam ?



MUCH NEEDED RUN II MEASUREMENTS (1)

Measurements of                  ,and elastic  slope  B at 13 TeV

(in particular a confirmation of the rise of  effective              ).

Accurate determination of                                      in different mass intervals 

(ALFA+ ATLAS)   (most usual suspects)

FSCs are very desirable [CMS, LHCb,  ALICE all have these installed].

Detailed comparison of                       in the wide t-interval with the  theory 

predictions.

Comparison of particle distributions / compositions and correlations (BEC)

in the PP, Pp events with those in the pp collisions  (ALFA+ ATLAS)

(sensitivity to the (small) size of the Pomeron).

.

���, ������
��,
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MUCH NEEDED RUN II MEASUREMENTS (2) 

Promising  plans of combined ALFA+ LHCf measurements  
to study SD (n, γ, π0 in final state).

Special LHC runs with low lumi/ large �∗ are badly needed.

(The  cross-sections are (normally) large, and we do not need 
high luminosity)

Runs with very large 

(ALFA), Coulomb interference  region, Re/Im measurements

�∗ ~2.5 km
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(ALFA data are very welcome) 
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(ALFA data are very welcome) 
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2. CENTRAL EXCLUSIVE  PRODUCTION    PROCESSES
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Installed !
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First fully differential implementation of soft survival factor – SuperChic 2 MC

event generator- HKR, ArHiv:1508.02718

Process dependence
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Remarkable theory expectations.

Some CEP Samples

� Dijet/3 jet CEP.  “Gluon factory”..
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EXCLUSIVE JET PRODUCTION

KMR-2000,Jz=0 selection rule

(CDF-2008)
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(Very interesting effects
in 3jet qqg event)



38Dijet CEP as a gluon factory

(2012)
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HKR-2015

The only MC generator which consistently  incorporates  the calculation of  survival factors and

Sudakov effects



CEP at  ET in ~ 2.5-10 GeV

Detailed study of perturbative CEP mechanism and the probe of higher order 

effects ,  restricting PDF choice. 

Comparison with the  dipion CEP.

Interferometry with outgoing proton momenta in dimeson, dijet ,           CEP.

Deep  probe of  the model for soft diffraction and absorptive effects..

CEP of the                                                           states      (             transitions)

(much) better controlled perturbatively,  scale issue,  quarkonium dynamics

SELECTED  CEP SHOPPING LIST



Exclusive dijet production at comparatively large pT.

‘Gluon factory’

prompt hadron production ratios 

…….

(various uncertainties cancel in particle production ratios)



42In a broad agreement with the theory expectations !

Phys.Lett. B754 (2016) 214

is not universal: depends

on the process/kinematics/cuts 
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(SuperChic 2   HKR-1508.02718)

C.F. von Weizsacker, 1934

E.J. Williams , 1934

E. Fermi, 1925
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KMR-02p
p
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First fully differential implementation of soft survival factor – SuperChic 2 MC

event generator- HKR, ArHiv:1508.02718
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Important: an account of the polarization structure of the production amplitude

preliminary

work in progress)

ignored in
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“The γγγγγγγγ- Resonance  that Stole Christmas”

ATLAS &CMS seminar on 15 Dec. 2015

The ATLAS announcement of a 3.6 σ local excess in diphotons with  invariant mass ~750 GeV

in first batch of LHC Run –II data, combined with CMS  announcing  2.6 σ local excess.

Theoretical community –frenzy of model building: >150 papers within a month.

Unprecedented explosion in the number of exploratory papers.

So far most statistically significant deviation from SM at the LHC.

If not a statistical fluctuation, 

a natural minimal interpretation:

scalar/pseudoscalar resonance coupling dominantly to  photons.

+ ~10 more

750

GeV
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The simplest model.

Allows the most precise theoretical predictions.

Provides strong motivations for the CT-PPS and AFP 
projects.

‘Easier’ scenario experimentally
(BG, limit. jet activity or missing Et)

and ‘easier’ to shoot down experimentally.

750

GeV

What if this is due to a new state R  which couples dominantly to photons ?
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Assuming the 750 GeV- resonance survives and  couples dominantly to photons :

Main aim: to

Resonance spin-parity, searches for CP-violating effects 
via the asymmetry in proton  distributions...

HKR-

Within this scenario if                                 , then 

arXiv:1601.07187

� With good missing mass resolution: separation between resonance states.

�

�

�

Exclusive case 
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Important consequences of the          production: 

depletion of multi-jet activity ( due to  the ‘coherent’ photon component);

Asymmetric jet distribution;

Comparatively low transverse momentum of the resonance.

16



CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The Run I LHC data have already led to important implications for the 

theoretical models of soft hadron interactions. Allowed to distinguish 

between previously successful theory scenarios.

The post-Run I comprehensive models based on RFT+GW  allow a fairly good 

description  of the whole range of the HE soft diffractive data.

The experimental studies in the soft diffraction domain 

in Run II with  forward  detectors would provide the critical tests of the current 

theoretical approaches and could be of upmost importance .

CEP processes incorporate non-trivial combination of soft and hard QCD

LHC Run II  has a great potential to improve our understanding of these 

reactions.

.
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In the forward proton mode the LHC becomes a high energy photon-photon       

collider.

Assuming that 750 GeV bump is not a stat. fluctuation it may signal the first hint

of physics beyond SM at the LHC.

The state-of-the-art results for the photon-photon luminosities are derived.


